
GTXi IFR

GARMIN TXi IFR RADIO PACKAGE
Garmin G500TXi 10.6 Display Bright, Crisp 10.6” LCD touchscreen displays offer industry-leading scalability and flexibility in a wide range of 
panel configurations. Engine information system (EIS) available on 10.6” display with split-screen data strip. HSI mapping enhances situational 
awareness with MFD-like geographical map detail, weather, traffic display and more overlaid within HSI portion of the primary flight display (PFD)

Garmin GTN™ 750 GPS/NAV/COMM/MFD Visualizes your entire flight plan, including departures, arrivals, visual/instrument approaches, holding 
procedures and more. Overlays approach charts and potential hazards such as terrain, weather, and traffic on a rich, dynamic global moving map 
for enhanced situational awareness. Combines a large, intuitive 6.9” touchscreen with dedicated Direct-to button and dual concentric knob to 
access information efficiently.

Garmin GMA™ 35 Designed for use with the GTN 750 series touchscreen navigators, the GMA 35 remote audio processor features next-generation 
capabilities such as advanced auto squelch and record/playback functionality.

Garmin GTX 345R ADS-B In/Out Remote Transponder 1090 MHz ADS-B Out enables aircraft to operate at any altitude, in airspace around the 
globe. Provides access to dual-link ADS-B In traffic and subscription-free weather on compatible displays.

G5 Electronic Flight Instrument  When configured as a primary attitude indicator, G5 uses solid-state AHRS reference to provide smooth, steady 
and reliable horizon-based pitch and roll indications. In addition to aircraft attitude, G5 will also support display of airspeed, altitude, vertical 
speed, slip/skid, turn rate, configurable V-speed references, barometric setting and selected altitude — as well as visual alerts upon arriving at a 
preselected altitude. 

Bose Headset Jacks/Twin Plugs The Bose headset gives you greater noise reduction than conventional aviation headsets, so you’ll enjoy a peaceful 
flight from short stops to long hauls. And at just 12 ounces, with sheepskin cushions and minimal clamping force, it’s one of the lightest and most 
comfortable aviation headsets you’ll find. All designed to let you focus on what matters – flying.
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